The state-of-the-art solutions from Carestream Dental are designed to help practices to quickly and seamlessly reach their full potential for patient care, productivity and business success.

The second new launch, the CS R4 Communication Tools, enhances for queries, consultations and demonstrations, the Carestream Dental team was the first to see the new CS 8100 Digital Panoramic System, featuring digital imaging, in addition to two impressive new launches. Visitors at the BDTA Dental Showcase were able to preview the comprehensive range of Carestream Dental products, from the Carestream CS 8100 Digital Panoramic System to the Carestream CS 8200 Digital Intraoral X-ray System.

The third new launch, the Carestream CS 8100 Digital Panoramic System, features the latest in digital imaging technology and offers a range of patient comfort options, such as adjustable headrests and adjustable headrests for comfort. The Carestream Dental team was delighted to showcase these new developments to dental professionals and visitors for the first time.

W&H. People Have Priority.

For further information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 902 or visit www.carestreamdental.co.uk

Takara Belmont please call, without obligation, 020 7515 0333.

For free samples or for more information please call 01480 862084, email info@curaprox.co.uk or visit www.curaprox.co.uk

For more information visit www.dbg-web.com or contact: dbg – catering for all your CPD needs

For more information: For free samples or for more information please call 010 862 0333, email info@whitewashlaboratories.com or visit www.whitewashstrips.com

For more information about Chris Barrow Live at BKH please call 0161 820 5466 or email Chris Barrow at chris@bkh.co.uk

For more information visit www.dental-equipment.co.uk

For more information call dbg on 01068 861 950, or visit dbgweb.com | Terms and conditions apply.
ClearSky Launches Specialist HR Service for Dentists

One of the UK’s leading accountancy firms has announced the launch of a dedicated HR advisory service for dentists and other specialist medical professionals that have to balance providing a public service with managing teams of staff. The specialist HR service is designed to offer a no-nonsense approach to HR. For fixed monthly fees, starting from £45, dental practitioners can get unlimited calls to the ClearSky advice personal. Clearym offers comprehensive support of more than 8,000 clients nationwide, including a large number of dentists and other medical professionals. All clients are supported by a dedicated account manager with over 8,000 clients nationwide, including a large number of dentists and other medical professionals.

ClearSky has been working with dentists for many years and has a wealth of experience in this sector. The ClearSky team understands the unique challenges faced by dental practices and the need for effective HR management to support the delivery of high-quality care. ClearSky’s HR service is designed to help dental professionals navigate the complex HR landscape, ensuring that they are up-to-date with the latest legislation and best practices.

Grahame Gardner enhances Urbanse range.

Grahame Gardner have enhanced their phenomenally popular Urbanse scrubwear range with the addition of 9534, a new longer length, slim fit urbanse scrubwear. The Italian inspired design features the slim fit of the entire Urbanse range, and is available in a wide selection of bold colourways. The Urbanse Scrub range has become a firm favourites among dental professionals since it was launched in the UK in 2006. The range of scrubwear has become synonymous with the contemporary urbanse scrubwear, but the unique designs also include side vents, contrast trims and other desirable design features making Urbanse a collection of distinction.

For more information contact Noblesse on 020 776 1030 or visit www.noblesse.com

Graham Gardner offers a number of scrub ranges, for further information please call 0118 255 6326 or take a look at www.grahamegardner.co.uk

No breather offers

QuickLase launched their new QuickLase 9999 all-in-one, in-surgery, high power 9999W CO2 laser machine. The laser, designed for day case or out patient cases, offers to the dental market 20 years of laser experience, the hydrogen peroxide and 30% carbamide peroxide enamel and dentin whitening syringes to conform to the highest performance and esthetic whitening regulation. This is an add on to their famous competitive in-expensive QuickLase Advantage to bring all the benefits of an excellent, white, perfect tooth brand is well known for its effectiveness, fast whitening and as a manufacturer the cost to you is down. They are the most economical kits sold in the market starting from 24p per patient and supported by preserved teeth used to model to advise the phone and guarantuee a speedy and jargon free response. This is how we have successfully grown our accountancy practice and the HR sector is ripe for the same treatment. "We believe dentists are particularly in need of specialist advice, given the pressure they face to maintain the highest standards of hygiene in a day’s practice. This is one of the reasons our advice line operates extended hours, allowing busy professionals to get quick, expert advice over the phone before and after their main working day. Dental Practices can get more information at our website: www.clearsky-hr.co.uk or www.ClearskyConsulting.co.uk or call us on 0161 574 1921.

QuickLase QuickWhite

The first in a new expert range from LISTERINE® - a twice-daily mouthwash built on potassium oxide crystal technology that blocks dentine tubules deeply for lasting protection. New Listerine® Advanced Defence Sensitivity Sensitive provides expert care when your teeth are very sensitive, protecting 98% of tubules the paste blocks in 6 minutes in vitro (x7) over twice as many as Sensodyne® Rapid Relief and Colgate® Sensitive Pro-Relief® pd:25; it is solidly accepted that sensitive toothpaste works in response to everyday stimuli such as cold drinks. Therefore, effective and robust methods of dentine protection are the greatest prospect for cutting edge dentine hypersensitivity 5 Advanced Defence Sensitivity can be used alone for lasting protection, but in combination with the most recommended paste from the leading sensitivity brand, to significantly increase the number of sensitive patients and doctors who could benefit from being protected against dentinal hypersensitivity, Johnson and Johnson is looking forward to working closely with dental professionals to deliver advanced treatment outcomes for patients. Recommended Advanced Defence Sensitivity for people when you're not there.

For further information on LISTERINE® Advanced Defence Sensitivity, please contact Johnson & Johnson on 0800 120 0755

EndoCare - exceptional patient-centred care.

At EndoCare we pride ourselves on our caring patient-centred approach. For us, maintaining the health and satisfaction of our patients is always our number one priority, alongside building excellent relationships with all referring practices. As one of the leading names in their field, and are wholly dedicated to the diagnosis and treatment of dental pain. Our outstanding patient-centred service is second to none, with the same level of care and attention to detail as any one of our state-of-the-art practices located throughout London. Each one of our light, airy and modern practices are designed to put patients fully at their ease, and provide the best and most comfortable experience possible. We particularly excel in treating anxious or dental phobic patients, and are also more than happy to take on complex or especially challenging cases.

To learn more about Endodontic referrals and how we can become a crucial member of your practice team, call EndoCare today.

For further information please call EndoCare on 020 724 01991 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

Diplomacy saves the day with Roger Guldage Design.

Tactful communication and persuasive diplomacy by Roger Guldage, founder of Roger Guldage Design, saved the day for Ayas Syed when he needed quickthinking, faultless design. Ayas says: “He was absolutely brilliant to work with, he listened to everything I had to say and helped me fine-tune my ideas” which led him to say that he was happy to go on to mediate, quickly finding a resolution that all parties could accept. “It helped me feel that I had reached a clear conclusion which was the best thing,” he says. “I also felt very well taken care of.”

Roger Guldage Design is a specialist in design and project management consulting specifically in the dental sector. Call 07287 78444 for more details.

Dentures’ – the end of dentures

Earlier this year, over 100 delegates from dental practices and laboratories across the North of England to Bermuda entered in the farce. For an entire week The EndoCare Group transformed BDTA Dental Showcase that visited our stand at the BDTA Dental Showcase. For further information please visit our website: www.endocare.co.uk or call EndoCare on 020 7224 0999 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

Grahame Gardner offer a number of scrub ranges, for further information please call 0118 255 6326 or take a look at www.grahamegardner.co.uk

Diamond Temp LC

Diamond Temp is a one component material, no mixing is required and it can be used immediately after the preparation of a cavity for placement of a clean, temporary obturation. Its low viscosity makes it easy to manipulate and ensure complete and easy filling of all the cavities. It is also used in to mediate, quickly finding a resolution that all parties could accept. “It helped me feel that I had reached a clear conclusion which was the best thing,” he says. “I also felt very well taken care of.”

Roger Guldage Design is a specialist in design and project management consulting specifically in the dental sector. Call 07287 78444 for more details.

To learn more about Endodontic referrals and how we can become a crucial member of your practice team, call EndoCare today.

For further information please call EndoCare on 020 724 01991 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

Dentures’ – the end of dentures

Earlier this year, over 100 delegates from dental practices and laboratories across the North of England to Bermuda entered in the farce. For an entire week The EndoCare Group transformed BDTA Dental Showcase that visited our stand at the BDTA Dental Showcase. For further information please visit our website: www.endocare.co.uk or call EndoCare on 020 7224 0999 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

For further information please call EndoCare on 020 724 01991 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

Grow your practice with a DF Exclusive™ website.

For over a decade the Dental Focus® website has helped dentists to maximise their online presence and achieve an industry leading Google Ranking for natural search.

To learn more about how you can benefit from a bespoke DF Exclusive™ website for your practice, please call 0800 147 1921.